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IRISH BUILDING SERVICES NEWS

At Last ... (Some) Contractors
Face Up To Reality ...
he recent decision to
"We had far too many
members paying lip-service
put the Registered
to professionalism in respect
Heating Contractors
of pricing and quality
Association (RHCA) "on
control while, at the same
hold" marks a major
time, ignoring
milestone in the
and
even
We had far too
affairs of the
undermining the
building services many members
Association
industry in that it paying lip-service
guidelines
is the first time
to professionalism
relating to such
the executive of in respect of
matters. My
a representative
pricing and quality colleagues and I
body has had the
control while, at
on the RHCA
courage to
the
same
time,
Executive
simply
acknowledge and
had
enough
of
ignoring the
admit to
this doubleshortcomings on Association
dealing."
guidelines relating
the part of its
While the demise
"ership,
to such matters
of the RHCA is
1'his decision
unfortunate, it's encouraging
followed an EGM at which
in that it signals the
the executive and elected
officers put it to the
membership that the ideals
and standards set were
neither being adhered to, nor
honoured, by too many
members.

emergence of a determined
and honourable body of
people (however small in
number at present) who are
prepared to acknowledge the
industry's shortcomings and
are willing to stand up and
be counted in such a
dramatic manner.
Coincidently, many of the
individuals concerned held
dual membership of the
IDHE and at least some of
them have put their energies
into helping to bring about
the marked revitalisation that
is apparent within the
Institute (see page 4 ).
All in all it must be regarded
as a step in the right
direction and one which
must be comrnended.

BSNews
Wall Chart
The BSNews 1995 Wall Chart
comes to you free of charge as
an insert with this, the
December issue of the
magazine.
In addition to details of all
relevant UK and European trade
exhibitions, it also carries the
respective programmes of the
CIBSE, the IDHE and the BTU
Golf Society.

SUSPENSION
Since no commitment was
forthcoming to remedy the
situation, the executive and
officers felt honour-bound to
"suspend" the Association
forthwith.
As one officer explained:
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New styling including
informative indicators

L..-_-_t__

Mains connection via
mains plug supplied,
no need to gain access
to control box
Telescopic balanced flue kits come
complete with terminal guard
Ceramic retarders for
high efficiency heat L _ - - - transfer

Simple clip-in programmer· two
options, electromechanical or
electronic

Riello GSBF sealed
burner unit complete
with lifetime seal
guarantee

Front access to heat exchanger for
ease of service· no need for
removable worktop

Flame inspection window
Oil filter supplied
as standard
Ducted air complete with quick
release connection

Optional two pipe kit available
complete with 1.2m flexible oil line

~

POTTERTON MYSO

STATESMAN

•

Key Features of the Statesm,an
• Outputs from 45,000 to 100,000

• Reduced Sound Levels

BtuIh
• Compact: 565mm Deep
• Front Access
• Two Year Warranty

• Complies with European Directives
and Standards

BELGARD ROAD, TALLAGHT, DUBLIN 24. TEL: 01·4590870. FAX: 01·4590880.
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H&V News) is Ireland's only Building Services
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ventilating, air conditioning, refrigeration,
sanitaryware, plumbing, maintenance and
environmental industries. It is the only
publication catering exclusively for these
industries and its circulation includes
members of the following:·
Chartered Institution of Building Services
Engineers (CIBSE);
The Mechanical Engineering & Building
~s Contractors'
n:>", iation (MEBSCA); The Association of
Consulting Engineers of Ireland (ACEI); The
Mechanical Engineering Contractors'
Association;
The Institute of Domestic Heating Engineers
(IDHE);
The Registered Heating Contractors
Association; The Maintenance, Energy &
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(MEETA) which incorporates energy
managers and maintenance managers;
The Energy Conservation & District Heating
Association; The Institute of Plumbing;
The Irish Home Builders Association (IHBA);
Builders MerchantslTrade Supply Outlets.
In addition, Irish Building Services News
circulates to independent building services
contractors and key executives in industry.
Government, Semi-State and local authority
bodies. Essentially, our circulation is virtually
saturation coverage of all those with an
interest and/or involvement in the industry.
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TRADE NEWS

Reconair
Gains
ISO 9002
Accreditation
Reconair's commitment to
quality and standards was
rewarded recently when it
gained full ISO 9002
accreditation. While the
company has always operated a
quality-led management system,
Fred Cooney felt that it was
essential to introduce ISO 9002.
"Preparation for ISO taught us a
lot in terms of the development
of our services to clients", he
explains.
" ow our staff are much more
enthusiastic because they are
encouraged to participate in
developing ideas for improving
the company. Each month they
attend quality review meetings
where they put forward
suggestions. These meetings
have initiated changes in
everything from the corporate
livery to the letter headings.
"More importantly, however,
they share the difficult problems
which they encounter and thus
they help each other in
identifying and developing
solutions. The e solutions in
turn are incorporated into the
ISO procedures manuals".

CIBSE Proceedings & Journals

Veha RoundTop
Veha radiators feature smooth,
round-top styling in a classic,
modem design that combine
practicality with elegance.

Pictured above are (left to right); The late Robert Jacob, CIBSE Heritage
Committee; Finbar Callanan, Director, IEI; Bernard Hodges, Past
Secretary CIBSE; John Cuthbert. Chairman, Republic of Ireland Branch
CIBSE; and Sean Mulcahy. Past Chairman Republic of Ireland Branch
CIBSE. The shot was taken at the recent presentation by Bernard Hodges
of the CIBSE proceedings and journals from 1901 ·1960 to the Republic
of Ireland Branch. This occasion also involved the unveiling by Bernard
Hodges of the Past Chairman's Notice Board. The proceedings and
journals will be stored in the Institute of Engineers of Ireland library in
Dublin.

Formost Goes for Quality
Formost Airconditioning and Refrigeration Ltd has concluded an
agreement with AL-KO Aerotech CmbH of Germany for sole
distributorship in the UK and Republic of Ireland for AL-KO
Aerotech's close control air conditioning equipment, manufactured
in Frankfurt-am-Main. The agreement also covers AL-KO Therm
special air handling units and a range of direct-fired gas or oil warm
air units produced at the company's Jettingen factory.
For this extensive range of high-quality equipment, special
emphasis has been placed on up-to-date technology as typified by
the recently-introduced Airvent radial axial, direct drive fan used in
the air handling units. The warm air units incorporate combustion
chambers designed and built by AL-KO Therm to provide
combustion efficiencies of at least 90% across the AK gas fired
units range.
Contact: John Dunn, Formost Airconditioning.
Tel: 0044 602 455033.

Discreetly-recessed tappings
give a neater appearance,
reducing exposed pipework for
a more professional finish. The
round-top profile offers
improved safety and easy
cleaning which helps to ensure
high levels of customer
satisfaction.
Convector fins are welded
between the waterways highly-efficient configuration
for optimum heat output, giving
superior performance.
The result is a radiator that is
both economical and practical,
yet with a profile that is
appealingly slim.
Panel configurations include
single and double convector
radiators in a choice of five
heights with thirteen length
options.
Standard tappings on all
radiators are 1/2" BOE
(Bottom-Opposite-End).
Veha radiators are prepared
using a 5-stage cleaning,
degreasing and anti-rust process
and finished in a durable
electrophoretic coating that
requires no further painting.
Each radiator is individually
tested to 7 BAR pressure
(103psi) in accordance with the
requirements of BS 3528.
All are kitemarked to BS 3528
and manufactured under a BS
5750 quality management
system approved by BSI. Veha
is a BSI registered firm.
All radiators are supplied under
warranty for five years in
respect of defective materials
and manufacture.
Contact: Jim O'Reilly.

https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol33/iss11/1
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TRADE NEWS

Potterton Myson
Nationwide Roadshow
Potterton Myson has just completed a series of nationwide
roadshows taking in Cork, Limerick, Sligo and Galway. There was
a capacity turnout at each venue with a total of approximately 250
in all availing of the opportunity to meet Potterton Myson
personnel in their own locality.
The format for each occasion comprised a brief presentation on the
company itself, detailing the standing and position of Potterton
Myson (Ireland) and Myson Scanglo of Limerick within the Blue
Circle Group; a resume of the support service, including in-house
training facilities and spares, offered by the company; and a short
run-down on the extent and diversity of the entire product range.
Managing Director Sean Hanratty and Sales Manager Vincent
Broderick both expressed their satisfaction at the turnout and
tion they received at each venue and also the level and quality
.,; questioning/debate which followed. Among those who
attended were builders, plumbing contractors, specifiers and
merchants

Software & Bureau Service
Woodleigh has been appointed the exclusive agent for Stark Software
International. Since 1985 Stark has been a market leader in energy
monitoring and targeting software, as well a tenant billing systems.
Woodleigh Lld has been using Stark software in its energy monitoring
bureau system and is delighted to have been appointed full agent for the
software in Ireland.
Also now from Woodleigh is its 32-channel, data logger range. This
range has been designed, developed and manufactured in Ireland and is
ideal for operation with the Stark RT software. It can also export data to
Excel spreadsheet programs. The Data loggers can accept all industry
standard inputs as well as Woodleigh' own temperature sensor range.
. ionally, Woodleigh now has a full range of electricity meters and
ers. Also in the range is a device for reading all types of existing
meters for gas and electricity for use in their range of data logger.
Contact: Dave Kohlbeck. Tel: 055 - 26384.

CIBSE: High purity piping systems in the semiconductor industry - Paul
O'Rahilly, IDC (left) and Aidan Lynch, L Lynch & Co (right) pictured with
CIBSE Chairman John Cuthbert at the IEI prior to the delivery of papers
on the aforementioned subjectmatter by both Paul and Aidan.

RSL Takes On NI
RSL (Ireland) Ltd, who has been responsible for the sales and service of
BAC products throughout the Republic of Ireland for many years, has
now adopted a similar role for BAC's ceramic and system Uvex products
in Northern Ireland.
To mark the appointment, BAC and RSL jointly held a seminar in Cultra
Manor, Hollywood, Co Down last month at which the company
presented an update on advances in technology for evaporative cooling;
ice thermal storage; and non-chemical water management systems for
process cooling, industrial refrigeration and air conditioning operations.
Contact: Gerry McDonagh. Tel: 01 - 450 8011.

CONTRACTS ENGINEER
Long established Dublin-based air conditioning
company specialising in service, maintenance,
and equipment sales, wishes to recruit engineer
with wide experience in the industry.
The successful applicant must be a 'self starter'
and 'self motivated', capable of dealing with
service technicians and corporate clients. Also
having an indepth knowledge of central plant,
from medium to large capacity. It is envisaged
that the successful applicant will progress to the
position of General Manager after a suitable
period, with responsibility for day to day
operations.
An attractive remuneration package will be
negotiated.

CIBSE: Electronic Systems protection - Sean Hayes, Thorn Lighting with
George O'Neill; Harry Karmazyn, Manager ESP Division of Furse; and
CIBSE Chairman John Cuthbert. They are pictured at the IEI in Clyde
Road where Mr Kartmazyn delivered a paper entitled "Transient
Overvoltages - What They Are and How To Stop Them".

Apply to
Brown & Murphy,
28 Upper Fitzwilliam Street, Dublin 2.
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Ashworth Frazer Open/Fun Days
Ashworth Frazer - the leading
distributor of above- and belowground pipeline products (see
BSNews November '94)held an open/fun day at its
premises in Greenhills Road,
Dublin 24 last month for invited
customers, staff and their
families.
The objective was the
establishment and fostering of
relationships on a more persoanl
rather than mere business
footing. Over 100 people among them consultants,
contractors and local authority
repre entative - attended
throughout the course of the day
which officially ran from 12
noon to 6pm but extended well
into the evening, wrapping up
closer to 8pm.

Schumackers testing their skills
against one another. Prizes were
awarded for the best performers
in each dicipline.
Managing Director Colin
Wilson said he was particularly
pleased with the day. "It was
really more an exercise in
familiarisation and
morale/relationship building
but, apart from the total
realisation of this objective, we
actually opened quite a number
of new accounts on the day as
well."

The Lord Mayor of Dublin, John Gormley with Brian Kirwan, Management
Accountant and sales representatives David Sharp and Joe Hooper, all of
Ashworth Frazer.

To break down people ' natural
shyness and reticence, there was
a professional golfer in
attendance. Visitors were
encouraged to test their swing,

avail of some free tuition and
participate in a putting
competition. There was al 0 a
racing car simulator which had
budding and would-be

As we went to press BSNews
also learned that Ashworth
Frazer had just secured the
contract for the pipeline
connected with the Lough Mask
water scheme. Contractor is Pat
MuJcaire and the total value is
in the order of £4 million.
Contact: Colin Wilson.
Tel: 01 - 452 7522.

THANK YOU
BSNews says thank you to our advertisers and
subscribers. Your continuing support has helped us -'
produce a far more professional magazine in terms of
content and presentation. Together we have established
BSNews as the single-most important journal catering
for the needs of the Irish building service industry. Over
the coming 12 months we look forward to strengthening
still further the mutually-beneficial partnership we
share and to serving even more comprehensively the
industry's needs.
https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol33/iss11/1
DOI: 10.21427/D72H7N
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IDHE Embarks On
New Initiative ...
In keeping with the natural lifecycle of similar trade bodies and
representative associations, the
Institute of Domestic Heating &
Environmental Engineers
(IDHE) has had its ups and
downs. There have been years
when the annual programme
proved dynamic and extremely
effective in promoting the
welfare and ideals of members,
and years when achievements of
urable significance were
. d far between.
This coming year looks set to be
a memorable one judging by the
new-found ense of purpo e and
unity now permeating
throughout the entire
membership of the IDHE. This
situation did not come about
overnight. It was a
transformation which was hard
won and involved a great deal
of soul-searching and honesty in
appraising (a) the Institute'
standing and credibility towards
the latter end of the year and (b)
what its prospects were for the
future.
1994/1995 Committee took
~",,"e bold initiatives reappraising membership

categories and setting new goals
and objectives. The result, even
at this early stage, is a far more
dynamic and forthright
organisation. The Institute's
new-found sense of self-respect
is a key element in this change
and is something which all
existing and potentially-new
members should embrace with a
vengeance.

71 Cherry Orchard Industrial Estate,
Dublin 10,
Republic of Ireland.

Telephone: 01 6268111
Facsimile: 01 626 9334

If you are already an IDHE

member, be sure to play your
part by attending meetings and
supporting its activities. If you
are not and are elegible to join,
do so immediately. The
significance and importance of a
strong representative voice in
this sector of the building
services industry has never been
more vital.
The new Executive and
Committee has prepared the
blueprint by which the IDHE
can emerge as the recognised,
authoritative voice of
contractors and merchant . The
active support and involvement
of the entire member hip will
secure that ideal.
Contact any of those listed
below and pledge your support.

IDHE 1994r95 Committee
Chairman - Joe Noone (Tel: 01 - 45161(0)
Vice-Chairman - John Massey (Tel: 01 - 481 6082)
Treasurer - Sean Giffney (Tel: 0I - 836 110 1)

• DANFOSS Thermostatic Radiator Valves,
• DANFOSS-RANDAU Time Crocks and Programmers
• DANFOSS Energy Management systems

Our Control Solutions
- Your Energy Savings

Asst. Treasurer - Jimmy Hamilton (Tel: 01 - 453 1635)
Development Officer - Barry Kenna (Tel: 01 - 2694288)
PRO - Dave Harris (Tel: 01 - 8741151)
Corres. Secretary - Mary Fields (Tel: 01 - 451 3796)
Committee - Joe Keogh (Tel: 01 - 821 2626); Brendan Pluck (Tel:
01 - 8331173); Dave Cranston (Tel: 01 - 8315566); Jim Brereton
(Tel: 01 - 49~ 2637); Ray Colgan (Tel: 01 - 456 6170).

BSNews. December 1994 5
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Tackling
Contractual
Abuse

B

ecause contactual abuse is believed to be
so widespread in the construction
industry, a special organisation of subcontractors has been launched to tackle the
problem.
In an effort to counter some of the tactics
employed by some main contractors - namely,
delayed payment, undervaluation of work,
aggressive and bullying behaviour and a refusal
to agree valuations, variations and final
accounts - sub-contractors are banding together
to form CCS Ireland (The Confederation of
Construation Specialists, Ireland).
A recent CCS Ireland survey carried out in
Ireland maps out the extent of contractual abuse
(see panel). The results indicate that there is
widespread imposition of onerous non-standard
forms of ub-contract by main contractors.
The suggestion that main contractors merely
pass on onerous terms, already imposed on
themselves, is clearly disproved by respon es to

Question 3. This suggests that main contractors
frequently seek to impose onerous, nonstandard, sub-contract terms and conditions
even when they are working on standard main
contract terms and conditions.
Almost all respondents to the survey confIrmed
that contractual abuse caused an increase in the
cost of their operations. About two thirds of
respondents reported a co t increase of more
than 5%.
CCS Ireland offers an array of olutions to these
problems and urges all sub-contractors to
become part of the solution to contractual abuse
and inefficiency, instead of being part of the
problem.
The survey and much more was outlined in the
recent introductory conference of CCS Ireland
held in the Westbury Hotel in Dublin.
Following the success of the conference, CCS
Ireland is planning further events in the new
year.
"The Confederation is committed to solving
these problems and we have an exciting agenda
for 1995, which will include a repeat conference
in the Spring, two modules of CCS' Diploma in
Contractual Training and the establishment of a
panel consisting of members and associate
members to set the agenda for future work",
explained eville Smith, Secretary, CCS
Ireland.
%ofresponses
Ireland Uk

(I)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

Do Main Contractors seek to impose onerous
non standard contract conditions?
Never
Sometimes
most of the time
always
Do Main Contractors seek to impose pay-when-andNever
if paid provisions?
Sometimes
most of the time
always

(6)
7
68
25
0

0
25
66
9
(7)

2
15
43
40

I

27
56
16

Do Main Contractors who are themselves working on standard
Main Contracts seek to impose non standard sub contract
ever
10
conditions?
I
Sometimes
59
30
most of the time
3\
59
always
0
10
Do Main Contractors delay payment without proper reason?
Never
2
Sometimes
42
most of the time
54
always
2

0
33
59
8

Do Main Contractors undervalue work and/or materials without
Never
5
proper reason?
I
Sometimes
53
44
most of the time
37
44
always
5
II
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Neville Smith, Secretary, CCS Ireland.

Additionally, Neville Smith will begin a new
column in BSNews in the January issue. The
column will outline a practical, down-to-earth
approach to tackling contractual abuse, reducing
the risk involved in sub-contracting and
allowing sub-contractors to increase their
profits.
The first subject to be
tackled will be: "Vetting
Your Client's Will and
Ability to Pay".
Contact: eville Smith.
Tel: 01 - 289 7602.

%ofresponses
Ireland Uk
Do you suffer from aggre sive and bullying behaviour from Main
Contractors?
Never
17
2
Sometimes
61
59
most of the time
24
31
always
0
6

Do Main Contractors treat your Company in a dismissive or
disrespectful way and refuse to acknowledge your Company's
Specialist skills and their value of its input into construction
projects?
17
Never
56
Sometimes
27
most of the time
0
always

•
7

8

(8)

Do Main Contractors refuse unreasonably to agree the valuation
of variations?
7
Never
3
Sometimes
39
41
most of the time
44
45
always
10
11

(9)

Do Main Contractors refuse unreasonably to settle Final Accounts
Never
promptly?
0
0
Sometimes
37
26
most of the time
53
56
always
10
18

(10)

Does Contractual abuse increase the cost of your operations?
not at all
5
by 0 - 5%
33
by 5 -10%
32
by 10-15%
23
by 15-20%
7

2
29
35
18
12
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BSNews SPECIAL REPORT

Glow Heating Celebrates
Silver Jubilee in Style
low Heating's
recent golf classic
- which was held
at Citywest to mark the
company's 25 years in the
mechanical services
industry - proved an allindustry occasion. Over 40
people attended the golf
(lld dinner, among them
consulting engineers,
architects, builders and
personnel from OPW and
the Department of
Education. The guest list
read like a who's who? of
the building services
industry and reflected the
status and respect Glow
Heating commands among
its fellow professionals.

G

Glow Heating is mainly
involved with ventilation, air
conditioning, water
services, fire fighting, water
mains, steam plants,
lumbing installations and
maintenance. Directors are
A J Gillen, C D Tighe and F
A Somers.

Joe Kilmurray, 33pts;
First Nine: M Banks, 18pts;

Nearest the hole in two:
Sean Flynn, OPW.

Back Nine: E Phillips,
18pts;

)
Frank P Quigley, Consulting Engineer with James Kavanagh, Pierse
Contracting Ltd and Tony Hogan, J B Tierney & Co.

Joe Hogan, J W Hogan &
Associates with Frank Somers,
Glow Heating

Brendan Sheehan and Colm Massey, VMRA, with Brian Gillen, B Corn
ACC Financial Consultant.

Tony Gillen, Glow Heating with
Jim Rogers, VMRA.

Prize winners on the day
were as follows:-

Paddy Wilkinson, Nestle
Ireland Ltd, 39pts;
Joe Hogan, JW Hogan &
Associates, 38pts;
Don Spollen, Homan
O'Brien Associates, 35pts;
John McCrossan,
McCrossan O'Rourke Arch,
34pts;
Brendan Sheehan, VMRA,
34pts;

Published by ARROW@TU Dublin, 1994
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PRODUCT REVIEW
DOMESTIC

BC>ILERS
The Case for Oil
A message from Michael
McEvoy, Domestic Heating Oil
Council Chairman.
'Today's oil-fired boilers are not
only as compact and welldesigned as any on the market,
but some oil-fired systems have
average efficiencies higher than
those for either gas or solid fuel.
Oil boilers that burn kerosene,
which produces low levels of
atmospheric pollution, are very
attractive to the "green"
consumer.
"Modern oil-fired appliances
range from compact floor or wallmounted boilers through
combination and condensing
models to a boiler for installation
in a living room hearth and
models suitable for fitting in an
outhouse. There are also oil-fired
cookers.
"In future, all new oil-fired
appliances will have to meet a
new European Standard. This
high standard can only be good
for oil heating. Most Irish-made
boiler and cooker manufacturers
already conform to the OFTEC
Standard which meet the EU
Directive.
"Consumers have often
complained about the unsightly
steel oil tank in the garden,
especially if they have been used
to mains gas. However, the
modern solution to this problem is
one of the new tough plastic
tanks which can be installed at
ground level and never need
painting. They are simple to
install and, being half the weight
of steel, make the installer's job
that much easier and more
profitable too".
Installers and contractors
requiring further information on
the benefits of oil - and the
DHOC's explanatory consumer
pack - should contact
John Cauldwell, at
Tel: 01 - 832 5220.

The Case for Gas
Bord GAis has developed a whole range of heating packages to suit all
kinds of homes. The packages are designed around modern, efficient gas
appliances, with fittings and controls to ensure you get the most from your
heating system, while also benefiting from low, natural gas running costs.
These include:Condensing boilers - A highly-efficient condensing boiler is more
economical to run than a standard boiler because this boiler recovers
additional heat from the flue gases. It is also more environmentally friendly;
Combi boilers - These boilers combine central heating with water heating
in one unit. Water is taken directly from the mains and heated inside the
single unit. So there's no need for cold water tanks in the roof or a separate
hot water cylinder; very useful when space is at a premium.
Back boilers - Some boilers can be fitted into a fireplace opening and
hidden behind an attractive gas fire. Both fire and boiler can be operated
independently;
Standard boilers - Wall-mounted models are especially designed to fit
either inside or alongside kitchen cupboards, or in other suitable locations.
Positioning of the boiler is no longer restricted by the need for a chimney neat and unobtrusive "through the wall" flues - or fan-assisted flues - gives
many installation options including internal wall mounting.
Water heating - There are many different ways to produce hot water using
gas efficiently and effectively. The range of equipment available enables a
system to be precisely matched to the individual requirements of any
building.
A system can be designed to satisfy initial high demand for hot water over
a short time, or to meet any continuous demand. A system may even be so
efficient that it only heats water in response to a tap being turned on.
Whatever the application, Bord GAis can advise on the best solution ... with
natural gas of course.
The appliances and systems available are: boiler and calorifier (storage
cylinder); boiler and plate heat exchanger; combination boiler; and
multipoint water heater.
Contact: Rory O'Grady, Bord GAis. Tel: 01 - 679 2311.

Glen Dimplex
Microturbo From
Heating World

This saving in size has many
advantages but, the most innovative
fact is that they can be installed
inside a standard 600mm high
kitchen.

Glen Dimplex - the world's largest
player in electrical appliances - has
now turned its attention to the gas
industry, the intention being to
become an equally-large player in
this industry sector. Just recently
the company unveiled its new
Microturbo gas central heating
boiler to the Irish market which is
now available through Joe Noone's
Heating World.

Most gas heating appliances must
be positioned against an outside
wall where the flue products can be
directly vented to outside. The
Microturbo 40 and 50 are different.
Thanks to the special room-sealed
flueing system assisted by a quiet
but powerful fan, they can be
installed up to 9 metres (nearly 30
ft) from an outside wall unit. The
Microturbo 40 and 50 use a twin
flueing system in which the pipes
are only 45mm (1.75 inches) in
diameter, each pipe projecting only
25mm (1 inch) from the outside
wall.

The Microturbo 40 and 50 are the
smallest 40,000 STUs output
boilers available, with dimensions of
height: 460mm; width: 300mm and
depth: 215mm. The technology
involved means that the Microturbo
40 and 50 take up half the space of
equivalent conventional boilers.

The Microturbos gives an efficiency
of 81 % - the design incorporates
the latest premix burner which

8 BSNews, December 1994
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Sime - Cast-Iron
Guarantee

PRODUCT REVIEW
DOMESTIC

Hevac Ltd has been representing
Sime in Ireland for over 20 years

BC>ILERS
mixes gas and air together in
exactly the right proportions before
combustion. Their compact size,
design and light weight (15.5kg) all
contribute to a boiler which is easy
to install. Easy access from the
front makes them simple to service.
The reliable pedigree of Glen
Dimplex can be added to all of the
advantages of the Microturbos.
The Microturbos are distributed in
Ireland through Joe Noone's
Heating World.
Details from Gasco Ltd, trading as
Heating World, Unit 2, Belgard
Square East, Tallaght, Dublin 24.
Tel: 01 - 451 6100; Fax: 01 - 451
6194.

Right: Sime cast·iron boiler from Hevac

and, to date, over 80,000 boilers
have been installed in Irish homes
throughout the country.
Additionally, more than 1000 Sime
boilers are operating in the
commercial/industrial sector in
locations such as schools, office
buildings, factories, etc.
The Sime range is manufactured in
Italy and includes sectional boilers
for use in association with pressure
heat oil or blown gas burners. A
comprehensive range of cast-iron
atmospheric gas boilers (LPG and
natural gas) is also manufactured.
All boilers are manufactured and
tested to international standards.
The cast-iron body is guaranteed
for 12 years against leaks, faults,
defects, etc on the understanding
that installation and operation
procedures have been carried out in
accordance with the manufacturer's
instructions. Installation must be by
appropriately-qualified installers to
approved codes and practices. All
other parts and accessories are
guaranteed for one year.
The new AR and IR Series of cast-

FIREBIRD BOILERS
Manufacturers of

Oil and solid fuel appliances including the Popular 90
and
Super Q kitchen model oil boilers.
Supreme backboilers
OIL FIRING TECHNICAL
ASSOCIATION FOR THE
PETROLEUM INDUSTRY

Details from
FlREBIRD BOILERS, BALLYMAKEERA,

Co CORK.
TEL:

026 - 45253;

FAX:

026 - 45309

1.•SJlSCilllOOClfEN 29000

QUAlITY SYSTEM
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BC>ILERS
iron boilers can be equipped with
quality pressure jet oil burners and
represent the ideal choice for those
demanding quality, efficiency and
reliability.
No material has ever exceeded
cast-iron for long life in central
heating boilers. Cast-iron effectively
resists corrosion and provides a
more efficient heat transfer surface.
Cast-iron boilers last infinitely
longer than boilers made from other
materials and this is especially true
for boilers working at low
temperatures.
Every boiler body is formed with
pressure-tested sections and

supplied fully assembled. The
attractively-styled red casing is
made of self-interlocking steel
panels, complete with a matching
front-mounted control panel which
is supplied in a separate carton.
The burner mounting plate and the
boiler controls are located in front of
the unit for ease of maintenance.
The shape and volume of the
combustion chamber has been
designed to accommodate all types
of oil burners.
Outputs for the AR Series are 20kW
to 40kW; and 26kW to 88kW for the
IR Series.
Other series in the Sime range
include the 2R Series (outputs from
115kW to 239kW); the RM Series
(outputs from 77kW to 100kW); and
the RS Series (outputs from 111 kW
to 287kW).
Hevac is also one of the country's
leading burner suppliers with an

Grant - Irish-Made with OFTEC and
ISO Accreditation
Grant Engineering Ltd, established in 1980 is an Irish-owned company
located in Birr, Co Offaly, designs and manufactures a wide range of
domestic heating appliances, both for the home and export markets. It
employs in the region of 120 people.
The innovative design of Grant boilers, combined with the very latest
engineering techniques, have created probably the most advanced range of
pressure-set, oil-fired boilers available today.
These boilers have been designed to comply with the latest European
Standards - OFS A100 and EN 303 - and are manufactured to IS/ISO
9001/EN 29001 Quality System.
Grant boilers offer a level of excellence that even the most discerning
householder, installer and engineer will warm to. Their revolutionary design
gives both flexibility of installation and improved ease of maintenance.
Grant boilers are solidly constructed to give years of trouble-free operation,
fully-insulated and sound- proofed to operate quietly. They are extremely
efficient, producing low Nox emission and clean combustion. Therefore, the
Grant boiler is probably the most enVironmentally and user-friendly oil-fired
central heating boiler in the
marketplace.
Details from Grant Engineering,
Crinkle, Birr, Co Offaly. Tel:
0509 - 20352; Fax: 0509 21060.
Aiight: Grant oil boiler - Diagram
shoes the path of the flame each
side of the centre water jacket.
Higher output and efficiency are
achieved due to the flame being
entrapped in the boiler for much
longer. Distance of flame path of
each side 2.8m at 90,000 BTU/H;
3.4m at 140,000 BTU/H.

=

=

extensive range on offer from NuWay.
Nu-Way, a member of the vast
Wolseley Group, is one of the UK's
leading manufacturers of oil, gas
and duel-fuel burners. The
company manufactures a wide
range of burners with rated outputs
from 12kW to 14,000kW. Nu-Way
traditionally enjoyed (and still does
to this day) a very large market
share of the industrial/commercial
sector for blown gas and pressure
jet oil burners.
Since the launch of the Boxer
burner range a few years ago, an
equally-strong market share is
being won in the domestic sector.
Details from Hevac Ltd, 70172
Dorset Street, Dublin 1. Tel: 01 830 1211; Fax: 01 - 830 1990.

Firebird Leading The Way
To Home Comfort
Firebird Boilers manufacture a wide
range of indoor kitchen-quiet and
outdoor boiler-house model oil
boilers. The indoor range covers
outputs up to 150,000 Btu/Hr in
both conventional and balancedflue modes while the boiler house
type extends to 320,000 Btu/Hr.
The flagship of the Firebird fleet is
the indoor room-sealed, balancedflue, Super Q. This unit incorporates
many advanced innovations and
with its extreme quietness of
operation puts Firebird firmly in the
leadership stakes in oil-boiler
technology.
An interesting derivative of this is
the room-sealed Popular model,
suitable for installation in closets,
under stairs and in kitchen units
where the standard kitchen-unit
door hides the complete unit.
Building regulations do not allow the
installation of standard boiler-house
model boilers in garages unless
they are installed in a separate
boilerhouse within the garage, or
are room-sealed. In this situation
installing a room-sealed Popular
avoids the necessity for extra
building within the garage and at
the same time gives the added
benefit of very quiet operation for
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You can~t install a
I gas central heating
boiler this far
from the nearest
outside wall!
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BC>ILERS
which Firebird room-sealed boilers are
known.
On the manufacturing side, Firebird boilers
are produced in a modern factory fully
accredited to ISO 9002. Being full
manufacturing members of OFTEC - (Oil
Fired Technical Association for the
Petroleum Industry) - Firebird boilers are
manufactured to comply with OFS A100
which is the requirement to comply with EU
standards.
On recent independent tests by BSRIA
Laboratories for the above standard,
Firebird has achieved a rating of 95,000
BTU/HR at 91 % efficiency from a boiler no
bigger than a standard kitchen refrigerator.
This figure of 91 % efficiency does not
include the extra 4% allowed by the
standards which may be added if a boiler is
installed within the house which it heats.
This is because the heat lost from the
boiler is a heat gain to the house.
Details on the entire Firebird range are
available from Firebird Boilers,
Ballymakeera, Co Cork. Tel: 026 - 45253;
Fax: 056 - 45309.
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Says who?
Let's face it, a flue that long does seem rather incredible,
but that's exactly how you'd describe the new Maxol
Microturbo 40. Incorporating a revolutionary new small
bore flueing concept, it's so flexible, with a straight flue, it
can be installed 9 metres from any outside
wall, and up to 6 metres away with two
bends. It's unbelievably powerful and
compact, too. Needing only half the space of
any other 40,000 Btu/h (11.72kw) output gas
central heating boiler, it weighs just 15.5kg.

.....

..

So it can be easily, quickly and unobtru- ":--,.

-- - '.. - /,;.
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•
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sively installed within a standard 600mm high kitchen wall

unit. Small wonder, at 460 x 300 x 280mm deep', it's
hailed as the smallest of its kind in the world. Suitable for
fully pumped, sealed and open vented systems, the
Microturbo 40 has an 81 % efficient copper heat
exchanger, multi-directional flueing options, pump
overrun, overheat thermostat with manual reset,
automatic control, pilot-free electronic ignition and NOx
emissions a fraction of those of most other conventional
boilers. We've gone to amazing lengths to create the new
Microturbo 40, so now your flue can go to even greater
.

lengths ... 9 metres, to be precise.
E X A M P L E

~

1m ·4m
Flue Kit

Firebird Super Q.

.
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FLU E
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·Multi-directional flue model. Rear flue model

isevensmalleratjust460x300x21Smm.
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Rear Flue

1m -4m

Model

Flue Kit
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to launch a brand new oil-fired
boiler called The Potterton
Statesman. State-of-the-art
technology means that this boiler is
DOMESTIC
the first in a generation of highefficiency, quiet-running boilers and
will make the oil option even more
attractive to users. It is an extremely
efficient boiler designed to comply
with EC Energy Efficiency
Directives and Standards.
The past three years have seen a
Independent tests revealed that it
dramatic recovery in the oil-fired
will operate at between 88% and
boiler market, according to
91% net efficiency (at full rate).
Potterton Myson. Oil suppliers have
Potterton Myson is so confident of
re-discovered their enthusiasm for
the reliability of the product that it is
the heating sector and have picked
offering a 2-year warranty with each
up the marketing to support
Potterton Statesman, and an option
manufacturers and installers.
for the householder to take out
The timing could not be better,
longer protection through a special
therefore, says Managing Director
insurance scheme.
Sean Hanratty, for Potterton Myson
The range consists of eight models
offering outputs between 45,000
Left: The Potterton Statesman from
Btu/h and 100,000 Btu/h with larger
Potterton Myson.
models to be launched in the near
future. All the boilers are easily
converted from conventional flue to
Featuring the very latest in oil boiler technology, the EuroStar range from
balanced flue.
Trianco Redfyre combines the highest level of performance efficiency with
The Potterton Statesman is a truly
optimum heat output, low running costs and quietness of operation.
kitchen-friendly product. It is
As a competitive domestic heating fuel, oil-fired central heating is
extremely compact at 565mm deep
increasingly popular among householders seeking to keep their fuel bills to
and Potterton Myson has
an absolute minimum.
engineered the product to fit exactly
EuroStar builds on this by matching the cost-saving advantages of oil with
with kitchen units. All maintenance
a new generation of clean-burning, high-efficiency, boilers that keep waste
can be carried out by front access
NOx emissions well below stringent European Standards and ensure that
so there is never any need to
noise operation levels are the lowest available.
remove the work surface. The
Designed to meet a household's total domestic heating and hot water
moulded facia adds an extra bit of
requirements, the full EuroStar range offers a broad choice of models
style to what is an extremely
including conventional and balanced-flue designs, together with a sealed
attractive boiler.
system option, all available in kitchen and boilerhouse versions.
From the installer's point-of-view,
Heat outputs range from 40,000 to 90,000 Btulh (11.7 to 26.4kW); the
the boiler is much easier to wire up
boiler's efficiency level~;;;;;;;;;:;;;;;;::;;::;if.~~==::::::::jbecause all the wiring is
measured at 87% nett CV _
'"'
external so there is no
is achieved by an innovative
need to gain access to the
flue baffle design.
control box. The
As with all Trianco products,
programmer is a simple
the EuroStar features design
plug-in kit.
quality of the highest
Of course there are also
standard, fully complying with
other models in the
relevant European
Potterton Myson range, all
regulations for boiler
of which incorporate stateperformance and
of-the-art technology. Brief
construction.
details of a sample
Details from Heating
selection are as follows:Distributors Ltd, 145/147
Potterton HousewarmerRichmond Road, Dublin 3.
In a move which marks a
Tel: 01 - 837 5144; Fax: 01 •
major product
837 0531.
development for Potterton
Myson, the company has
launched the brand new
Trlanco EuroStar from Heating
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _--J ......._ _~-J Potterton Housewarmer
Distributors.

PRODUCT REVIEW

BC>ILERS

Potterton
Myson -A
Statesman
For All
Seasons

Trianco 'EuroStar' from HDL
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backboiler, in conjunction with a
wide range of new firefronts.
The new unit will be available in two
outputs - 45,000 and 55,000 Btu/h.
Tests carried out while developing
the Housewarmer have also proved
that it is the most efficient back
boiler on the market today, running
at 79% efficiency.
Key benefits and product features
include: heat exchanger with
tappings on both sides for ease of
installation; pump overrun and
overheat stat as standard for sealed
system compatibility; full sequence
electronic control on both models;
user friendly controls mounted on
the side of the fire; spillage device
fitted as standard for maximum
safety; and exceeds European
efficiency requirements.

80 (80,000 Btu/h permanent pilot);
Puma 80e (electronic ignition);
Puma 100; and 100e.

A brand new range of firefronts,
including two inset designs, is
available with the Potterton
Housewarmer. In addition, the
controls on both the new BBU and
the radiant range of firefronts are
now the easiest to use on any
backboiler, having been developed
in conjunction with sufferers of
arthritis and those with sight
disabilities.

From the installer's point-of-view,
access to the boiler has been made
extremely easy. Most of the
components can be reached with
the front casing off. Vertical flue
options are available - concentric
up to three metres and twin-pipe up
to eight metres; horizontal flues
extend up to three metres; 90
degree and 135 degree in line
elbows are available for both
concentric and twin-pipe flues.

Potterton Puma: Combi Power - As
the heating market starts to emerge
from the gloom of the recession, so
the combination boiler sector is set
to pick up.

All Pumas are supplied with
isolating valves and a water and
energy-saving valve, which reduces
the hot water flow for the first few
seconds until the boiler is up to
operating temperature, is also fitted.

Potterton Myson, for its part, has
launched its most significant combi
for several years. The Potterton
Puma range of fan-assisted, roomsealed boilers is a powerful combi,
which has been designed to be both
installer and user- friendly.

For details on the extensive
Potterton Myson range contact
Potterton Myson (Ireland) Ltd,
Belgard Road, Tallaght, Dublin 24.
Tel: 01 - 459 0870; Fax: 01 - 459
0880.

The Puma was developed to
replace Potterton Myson's Lynx 2
and Midas ranges, and there are
four models available - the Puma

GRANT YOURSELF A WARMER HOME

GRANT OIL FIRED BOILERS
1.5."50 iOOOIEH 29000

QUAlITY SYSTEM

o
o

The most Technically Advanced Central Heating Boiler on the market today

Designed and manufactured in Ireland to European Standards
Over 90% efficient (This means savings of up to £100 per year)
A wide range of boilers to suit all applicatioRs
Boiler house and kitchen models from 50,000 Btu's to
140,000 Btu's with optional low level balanced flue
whisperised system.

o

Rugged outdoor Module 50,000/90,000 Btu's
Efficiency and economy you can take for granted
Grant Multi Pass and Euroflame Easy Clean Oil Boilers.

'I

I'

I

11/'1:If" I':f!l
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I't,\.

Space Saving Outdoor Module

For further enquiries contact your
local merchant or telephone:

Grant Engineering Ltd

Grant oil boiler - Diagram shows the path of the flame
each side of the centre water jacket. Higher output and
efficiency are achieved due to the flame being
entrapped in the boiler for much longer. Distance of
flame path of each side = 2.8m at 90,000 BTU/H; =
3.4m at 140,000 BTU/H

Ye.: 0509 · 20089/20352
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BSNellVs Special Report

OF EC Rewards
Quality Initiatives
N

oel Treacy, TO, Minister for Energy,
presented OFCERT Quality Certificates
to manufacturers of oil-fired appliances at
a ceremony in Dublin recently at which he
alluded to the new EU Boiler Efficiency Directive
which took statutory effect in Ireland last August.
The occasion - held at the Doyle Tara Hotel,
Dublin - was organised by OFTEC (the Oil Fir _
Technical Assoication for the Petroleum
Industry), whose members include all the major
manufacturers of oil-fired boilers, cookers and oil
storage tanks, a third of them based in Ireland.
Our own Domestic Heating Oil Council (DHOC)
is also an affiliate of OFTEC and, as such,
participated fully in the event.
Mr Treacy commended Irish manufacturers for
their investment in a rigorous testing programme
to ensure that their appliances match the new
EU-based standards in terms of heat efficiency
and quality, and said: "High quality and high
standards will ensure that we in Ireland are able
to compete with the best in Europe. We can aim
to increase our market share in relevant sectors,
both in Europe with our EU Partners, and
perhaps with the emerging countries of Eastern
Europe, with a resultant increase in employment
opportunities here at home".
Recent figures published by OFTEC and the
Domestic Heating Oil Council - based on
research by Sutherland Associates (a
recognised independent authority on comparative
heating costs for over 18 years) - show that oil is
one of the lowest-cost fuels for heating in Ireland.
Hand in hand with today's highly-efficient oil-fired
equipment has come an increased demand from
heating professionals to bring their knowledge up
to date or to learn new skills. OFTEC-approved
training courses in oil-fired equipment installation
and servicing are available at three Training
Schools in Britain and one in Northern Ireland.
Additionally, talks are currently taking place with
various agencies and Government Departments
to set up OFTEC-approved training in the
Republic of Ireland.

Kingspan Tanks - Minister Treacy with Jim Brady and Gerry
Treacy, Kingspan Tanks.
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Contact: OFTEC/DHOC: John Cauldwell.
Tel: 01 - 832 5220.
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BSlVellVs Special Report

OFTEC Quality
Award Recipients
• Grant Engineering;
• Potterton Myson;
• Trianco Redfyre;
• Turkington Engineering;
• Warmtlow Engineering Co;
• Worcester Heat Systems;
• Aga-Rayburn;
• Waterford Stanley;
• Kingspan GSP;
-Met Plastics;
• Tyrrell Tanks;
• Titan Tanks;
All these companies will soon be displaying the new
OFCERT symbol (shown) on products which have
been indepenently tested and which meet the new
standards.

Trianco - Shay Kiernan, Heating Distributors with Minister
Treacy and Robin Smyth, Trianco.

Turkington Engineering - Minister Treacy with Alan Seery,
Heatequip and lan Turkington, Turkington Engineering.
Potterton Statesman - Bill Penrice, Designed Heating with
Vincent Broderick and Geraldine Penny, Potterton Myson
(Ire) and Minister Treacy.

Warmflow: Trevor Weldman, Dublin Sales Manager,
Warmflow; Minister Treacy; Bill Horgan, Sales, Warmflow;
Eugene Mallon, Service Engineer, Warmflow.

Waterford Stanley - Minister Treacy with Mary CruessCallaghan and Michael Stack, Waterford Stanley
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Mlchael Geary,
Bore! Tnicht8la's
Manager for the
SouthWest
Region with Mike
O'Donoghu8, Mark
Eire BV, CooIea,
Co Cork and Jack
O'Le8ry from Via

Cortex, Cork.

Rory CrosbIe,

Bord Tr6cht8Ia,
Cork with Gerry
Treecy, Klngap8n
GSPLtd,
C8rr1cknlacro88,
Co Monaghen.

O'Sulllvan,
Grant
engineering,
Blrr, Co Offaly
with Pat
O'NIeIl, Bord
Tracht8Ia's
Manager for
the Mid Weet
Region.

Peter JIIckIon, An
Bord Tr6cht8Ia
with Treacy Jolly

2883794.

Pat O'NIsII,
Manager for the
IIIdWeet
RegIon,An
Bord Tnicht81s
with Berry

Qulnn,
plumbing

contractor,
Umerlcksnct
Garry Hogan Jr,
Quality Plastics.
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Accompanying this report are a selection of
photographs taken at the various locations and a
representative sample of the products featured.

Mark: Over 50
years of know
how

and Chrie Byme of
Lycrls Byme Ltd,
Bray, Co WIcIdow.
Contact: ChrlsILIIy
Byme. TeI: 01 •

exhlblUon from the Cork
firm of ARGOS and Peter
.IackIon, An Bord
Tr8chl8la. Contact: Jack
DempaeyJGerry O'Ne/II.
TeI: 0503 • 31848.

hile it's always difficult to quantity the
success or otherwise of trade
exhibitions, those who participated in
the recent Bord Trachtala-organised roadshow
series are in no doubt that it was a major
success. The number of people who attended
each of the three venues - and more especially
the "quality" of those people - was such as to
literally overwhelm the stand executives on
occasions. Exhibitors are still sifting through a a
evaluating the enquiries and leads taken, and
anticipate a significant response and convertion
ratio once all are processed.

W
John

Jerry O'NellI, Therrno Air
Ltd, C8I'Iow with Tony
Con:onIn, 8 visitor to the

Bord
Trachtala
Gets It Right

Mark Eire BV featured the following products:Mark Cabinet Heaters - Gas/oil-fired air heaters,
Fohn - Gas/oil-fired air heaters; GS/GC Suspended gas-fired unit air heaters; Calflo Direct gas-fired make up air heaters; Infra - Gasfired radiant heaters, black tube; Infra HT - Gasfired radiant heaters, plaque; Infra Aqua - Hot
water or thermal oil radiant panels; TannerIndirect hot water unit air heaters; Marklimat - Air
handling units; Eco-Fan - Recirculation/ventilation
destratification units; Fan-Coil- Fan convectors
heating/cooling; Cool - Air conditioning units;
Dryflo - Process burner units; Oxiflo - Incinerator
burner units; Mark Bender - Hydraulic pipebending machines 3/8" to 4";
The company is certified to ISO 9002 Quality
Management System. Mark heaters are approved
by most European gas boards for performance and
safety.
Contact: Mike O'Donoghue. Tel: 026-45334;
Maurice Byrne. Tel: 01 - 668 0510.
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EXHIBITION REVIEW
Veha Increases Market Share
Veha Ltd, the Wicklow-based radiator manufacturer, continues to forge ahead
with its expansion plans. Despite some stiff competition, the company has
made significant market share gains in both the UK and Ireland.
Veha's product portfolio is all-embracing, covering the domestic and
commercial/industrial sectors. All requirements are catered for, a particular
advantage being the company's ability to produce tailor-made, customised
radiators at very short notice to satisfy particular needs.
Equally important is the quality procedures employed throughout the entire
production process.
Contact: Jim O'Reilly. Tel: 0404 - 67278.

Qual-PEX - High-Quality
Plastic Plumbing Pipe
ality Plastics Ltd, the well-known,
k-based polythene water and gas
pipe manufacturer showed its latest
product - Qual-PEX high-density
crosslinked polyethylene plumbing
pipe for hot and cold water, central
and underfloor heating systems.
Qual-PEX polyethylene plumbing
pipe is a direct replacement for
copper plumbing pipe and has been
specifically designed to fit IS 239
compression fittings (Irish Instantor).
Simply cut the Qual-PEX pipe to
length using a pipe cutter, insert a
copper support sleeve into the pipe,
place the nut and olive on the
outside of the pipe and screw the nut
tight to complete the compression
joint.
The simplicity of making the joints,
coupled with Qual-PEX's flexibility,
abies the installer to undertake
er, easier and more cost-efficient
installation. Independent tests show
installation time savings of u'p to
40% compared with traditional
materials.
At this time, extensive use is being
made of Qual-Pex by many of the

local councils and city corporations.
In addition to the installation savings,
the fact that the pipe is more
resistant to frost (withstanding
temperatures down to -20°C without
bursting) is regarded as a major
advantage. Also cited is the fact that
there is no real scrap value for QualPEX which means less of a security
risk on partially-completed sites.
As well as being an import substitute
(all Irish copper pipe is now imported
from the UK), Qual-PEX is also
exported to the UK and Germany.
The product has been tested
according to the German Standard
DIN 16892 which is the most
stringent European standard for
crosslinked polyethylene pipe used
for hot and cold water and
central/underfloor heating systems.
Qual-PEX is also listed under the
United Kingdom Fittings Byelaws
Scheme.
A full list of nationwide stockists and
technical information is available on
request.
Contact: Brendan O'Brien, Quality
Plastics Ltd. Tel: 021 - 884700.

Qual-PEX enables the installer to undertake faster, easier and more cost-effective
installation. Independent tests show installation time savings of up to 40% compared to
traditional plumbing materials. From Quality Plastics.
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Kingspan Tanks:
Quality
Management
The Key
Such was the success of the show
series from Kingspan GSP's point of
view that they sent us this report.
"Kingspan GSP would like to
congratulate Bord Tr,khtala for
organising a top-class exhibition. The
timing of the road shows could not have
been better in view of the general
feeling that the building services sector
will soon be enjoying a resurgence.
"We found the shows advantageous in
that it gave us the opportunity to meet
our many customers on a more informal
basis as well as making valuable new
contacts within the HVAC industry itself.

Kingspan Tanks - Model 600 cylindrical

2680C

''With our wide range of rotationallymoulded, one-piece, plastic tanks,
Kingspan GSP is in a position to cater
for all customers at competitive prices.
In keeping with the company's ongoing
policy of Quality Management, Kingspan
GSP is currently involved in working
alongside the OFTEC Association to
ensure that our plastic tanks are
deisnged and made to the highest
specificaiton. Our confidence in our
plastic tanks is such that each tank is
supplied with a 1a-year guarantee.
"Kingspan GSP are also suppliers of
single and double-skin tanks for both
above and underground storage. We
have supplied industrial steel tanks to
the petroleum oil companies for the past
16 years.
"As Ireland's only manufacturer of
polyethylene pipe insulation, we were
pleased with the level of interest shown
in both our "Polyflex Standard and
Polyflex Classic" products. Furthermore,
having recently increased our product
range to include foamed nitrile
insulation, we are now in a position to
offer our customers a complete service,
whether they are in the industrial,
commercial or domestic sectors of the
market".
Contact: Jim Brady, Kingspan GSP.
Tel: 042 - 61565.
BSNews. September 1994
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Richi Holfeld - Pursuing
A Passion, Yet Promoting
Business
where the company conducts a significant
amount of business. He finds that his rallying
~ctivities in the region open doors commercially
In a way that would otherwise be impossible. He
also acts as an exemplary sporting ambassador
for Ireland and is known for bringing out literally
cases of Irish smoked salmon and Bushmills
Whiskey as "gifts" for local motorsport officials
addition to the special trophy his sponsors awara
on each rally, which is made of Irish Crystal.

Richard
Holfeld (right)
with Welsh
co-driver
Ednyfed
Morgan

o suggest that Richard Holfeld, Managing
Director of the HR Holfeld Group, engages
in motor car rallying as a hobby is grossly
understating the facts. With Richard (or Richie as
he is known throughout motorsport), his rallying
activities are more a passion which he attends to
in a manner which can only be described as
utterly professional.

T

That, however, is not to suggest that Richard gets
paid for his driving. He operates a mutuallybeneficial system with his sponsors and team
which allows him enjoy the sport gratis, save for
the effort involved in putting the entire team
package together and marketing the concept.
Mind you, if you think that's a good deal then
think again. Putting an international rally team
together in the context of today's level of
professionalism is akin to budgeting for,
managing and running a business with an annual
turnover of something in the region of £2 million.
And that's just for one campaign taking in maybe
half a dozen three-day events!
Richard very successfully mixes business with
motorsport. He has special responsibility for
exports for the Holfeld Group and consequently
spends a great deal of time in the Middle East
18 BSNews, December 1994
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Richard first got involved in motorsport at the
tender age of 15 with his mother and father founders of the HR Holfeld Group - encouraging
him enormously to the tune of tuition at the UKbased Jim Russell Racing Drivers School and a
degree of sponsorship thereafter which included
giving him his first car, that infamous Beetle for
which many in the industry will remember him. He
commenced rallying in 1970 in the Beetle in
which he learned the rudiments of competition,
enjoying a modicum of success along the way.
His next car (while still retaining the Beetle for
night events) was an ex-works Mini Cooper S
which he acquired to compete in stage rallies.
This was originally built for Paddy Hopkirk who
came 5th in the Monte Carlo Rally with it. Rich
still owns the historic car today.
Over the next couple of years he gained
something of a reputation for himself, performing
well in most events and finishing in the prizes on
numerous occasions. However, an enforced
hiatus came about when business took him
overseas in 1972. He lived variously in France,
Austria and Germany before ending up in South
Africa where he availed of the opportunity to once
again get involved with the sport. There he
established excellent contacts with Ford and
other works teams and, apart from driVing,
learned all about rally management and
organisation.
While resident in South Africa and competing in
the sport down there, Richard had a number of
forays into European competition. For instance,
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RICHIE HOLFELD

Ford twice invited him to drive chase cars on the
RAC where he supported first Roger Clark (1976)
and then Waldegaard (1977) to victory.
Richard returned to live in Ireland in 1977 and
enjoyed regular success in his Mini Cooper and
the Beetle. However, from a personal driving point
of view his concession to drive a Works TR7 V8 in
single-stage rallies and hillclimbs at the behest of
Leyland Ireland proved less than successful.
Nonetheless, something good did come of it.
Because of his international involvement, he
invited overseas guest drivers to compete in rally
events in the Beetle and Cooper S. This merely
confirmed his passion for all aspects of the sport,
not just the driving, team management became
second nature to him.

a

presented with the Stross International Trophy
which is awarded annually to the BTRDA member
who puts in the best performances at international
rallies during the year, achieved for finishing third
in the 1993 Middle East rally championship, with
strong results in the Oman and Dubai rallies last
year.

saw Richard at something of a crossroads.
Spectator control (or the lack of it) made rallying
very dangerous for all concerned in Ireland at the
time. "Quite simply, I wasn't keen on hitting
spectators", says Richard. However,
Business commitments once again
the decision as to his future
Is that the same stepped in to alter Richard's direction.
involvement with the sport was
He found himself spending more and
made for him by the untimely
Richard Holfeld more time in the Middle East and was
demise of his father in early 1981.
instrumental in forming a new rally
He had to take over the running of
from
Stil/organ?
team
with Gulf Oil, Ford and MLP in
the Holfeld Group and so for the
Dubai. Over the last three years he
next eight years took no interest
The answer is
has competed in all the major events
whatever in the sport.
in that part of the world in a Ford
Thankfully, he was persuaded by his
yes.
Escort Cosworth Group'~ and is once
Northern Irish co-driver to return in
again - nearly 25 years later 1988 and, for logistical reasons, with a team base
coming to the forefront within the sport, both in the
in Banbury chose to compete in the UK. He
Middle East and the UK.
c peted with a Rover Metro 6R4 in selected
He is currently enjoying remarkable success in the
ts, improving his finishing place each time,
Middle East with Gulf Oil Team Ford and turned in
culminating in his first win in 12 years in the Isle of a very creditable performance for the same
Wight. He went on to win the overall title of the
Carlisle-based team in the recent RAC Rally. He
BTRDA Gold Star series in 1991. The first
finished 26th overall in his first world rally
Irishman to do so. Earlier this year he was
championship event in a Ford Escort Group 'N' car
r-------------;;-:~,.,.--,------,........,..,.-......,..,...-...-,.
being one of 97
finishers out of 197 who
started. He featured in
so many news reports
throughout the rally
here in Ireland that it
prompted many within
the building services
sector to ask Richie
Holfeld ... is that the
same Richard Holfeld
from Stillorgan? The
answer is yes.

The Gulf 011
Team Ford
car which
also sports
the Holpak
livery In

Group 'N'.

Welcome back into the
limelight Richard.
BSNews. December 1994 19
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BSS BUTTERFLY
VALVES
BSS (Ireland) Ltd, with branches in
Dublin, Cork and Belfast, has further
extended its range of butterfly valves
for the H&V, water and process
industries with the addition of the
Bray 30/31 Series which can be
supplied from stock with cast iron or
stainless steel bodies. Other body
materials are available on request.
The new valve features many
innovative
benefits
resulting in a
longer service
life, greater
reliability, easy
parts
replacement
and component
interchangeability.
The range is
fully maintainable and
dismantling is
said to be
simple and
quick.
As standard, Bray butterfly valves are
available with EPDM or BUNA-N
replacement resilient seal. Other seal
materials are available for the more
specialist and aggressive
applications.
Contact: John Brophy. Tel: 01 - 454
1966; Tel: 021 - 271977 (Cork office).

BEST OF BOTH
WORLDS
Heating Distributors introduction of
the Faral GM towel radiator range of
bathroom heat emitters enables
present and future users of Faral
Tropical radiators to coordinate the
special needs of bathroom and
kitchen heating requirements with
style and functionality.
GM stands for Grand Marque and for
a range of product that mixes
aesthetics with precision. Quality
engineering, coupled with Italian
design, creates a formidable blend of
traditional standards, new-age style
and fuel-saving technology.
The Faral GM tubular towel rail
encases a traditional Tropical
radiator made from die-cast
aluminium. The central radiator,
selected for its high performance and
unique phosphocromate inner
coating, puts this radiator/towel rail at

https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol33/iss11/1
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the leading edge of heating
technology. The tubular surround
provides an additional source of
heating surface areas for airing
towels, and is finished in bright
chrome as standard with antique
brass and gold plating options.
The core radiator is supplied in
standard white RAL 9010 but, at an
additional cost, can be supplied in
anyone of the 180 RAL colours
offered by Faral.
All GM towel rails have a 2-year
warranty, complemented by a 10year guarantee for the core radiator.
Contact: Shay Kiernan. Tel: 01 - 837
5144/5.

PUT A SOCK ON IT
Textile Ventilation is an air circulation
system originally known as the IPS
"Original" textile-bag - The Sock
Cooling System. "Original" was
related to the fact that the IPS Sock
Cooling System was the first system
introduced into the market place.
In the early seventies, high
absenteeism caused by illness and
low productivity in the refrigerated
working areas in Denmark - together
with minimum room temperature
requirements demanded by the

Factory Inspectorate - created a
need to solve traditional working
environment problems such as
draughts and condensation.
In cooperation with the Danish Meat
Research Institute in Denmark IPS:
"Original" textile-bags were
developed and the first sock cooling
plants in meat preparation areas
were installed in Danish
slaughterhouses.
Today, over 10 years of experience
has led to the widespread use of
sock cooling within food processing,
while the advantages of the system
have also led to many other
applications.
Principal benefits of sock cooling
are:• Appropriate and even air movement
throughout the complete working
area;
• Even space temperatures, even
under high load variations;
• Totally draught-free system;
• No condensation problems;
• Hygienic, (socks can be removed
and laundered);
• Little or no maintenance;
• Quick and easy to install.
Contact: John Sampson.
Tel:01-6268111.

PLATON VARIABLE AREA METERS
Platon has manufactured VA meters for 35 years and is the highest volume
manufacturer of this type of meter in the UK. Platon is probably best known
for its Flowbits operation and associate Platon-manufactured products such
as the small glass variable area meters.
However, this is only part of a wider capability which extends to high-gas and
liquid-flow rates in sizes up to 6" (150mm), serving process industry
customers. Such process conditions require more robust materials of
construction, together with broader functionality. What can variable area flow
technology offer? Firstly, look at the easily recognisable attributes and
performance features of VA meters.
- Simple, low cost construction ... a positively-weighted float whose position
within a vertical tapered flow section is determined solely by the hydraulic
forces related to the flow rate;
- No mechanical friction or ambiguity.
This provides the highest levels of
repeatability.
A user survey conceming the merits of
10 flow-measurement technologies
against the following five criteria, gave
this view of VA meters. Cost: 1st;
Installation: 1st; Maintenance: 1st;
Reliability: 4th; and Accuracy: 8th.
Contact: Bob Gilbert, Manotherm Ltd.
Tel: 01 - 452 2355.
Right: Platon Variable Area meter from
Manothenn.
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industrial heating & ventilation equipment

ceb.............. un~1'heabn,8bh8ndI1ng units.
redJant heating. destratlftcatlon units. industrialheating equipment, plpebendlng machines

1.5.11.5.0. 9000IEN 29000

QUALITY SYSTEM

Mark Eire B.V. Coolea, Macroom, Co. Cork,
Ireland.
Telephone: 026-45334/45367;
Fax: 026-45383.

,'--=---'--=--~(

:;

Tanner:

With MARK, you have the perfect
friend and partner for all your industrial
heating and ventilation needs. MARK
supply the complete program together
with a full range of accessories.
Complete the enclosed information
card and return to MARK, so that the
necessary project sheets can be sent
to you.

Warm water unit heater from 1kW to
100 kW.
Eco-Fans:
Ventilation units for re-<:irculation and
extraction, from 4000 to 8000 m3/hr
standard, or ar'rf air volume on
request

GSIGC and Cabinet Heat.....

High and low temperature radiant
plaque and tube heaters, from ?kW to
38kW.

Standing and suspended air heaters,
from 18 kW to 400 kW.

Calflo:
Direct fired air heaters from 71 kW to
l000kW.
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Infra:

Infra Aqua:
Warm water panels.
Pipe Bending Machines:
From 318 inch to 6 inch.

FULL PROJECT DESIGN
SERVICE AVAILABLE
NATIONWIDE SERVICE NETWORK
IRISH MANUFACTURED EQUIPMENT
DUBLIN OFFICE:
MAURICE BYRNE - TEL: 283 9156
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MA NO THERM
LIMITED
THE CONTROL CENTRES
THE WORLD'S MOST ADVANCED 1/16 DIN
PROCESS CONTROLLER
6100· KEY FEATURES AT A GLANCE
• Dual four-digit display (lOmm top, 7.5mm bottom)
• Auto/Manual, Self·Tune & Pre·Tune, Ramping Setpoint
• Universal input and power supply (single jumper for input
type)
• Choice of relay/SSR or linear output product (two base
builds)
• Additional plug·in outputs.
• Comprehensive alarm strategy· AND/OR & loop alarm.
• No-battery design (E 2 technology· 100 years retention)
• IP54 rating (IP65 pending test)
• RS485 option (selectable Baud rate up to 9600)

PROCESS CONTROL

lft!!!~

WE CAN OFFER:
- Power Supplies
-Temperature and Resistance
to Current Transmitters
-Isolation Amplifiers

- Trip Amplifiers
- Controllers.
- Digital-converters
- Analog-converters

-Dividers
- Linearisers
-PC & PLC interface
-Plug-in Modules-Eurocards

PR Electronics provide innovative products to solve industrial problems.

MANOTHERM LTD.
ONE STOP SHOP FOR INDUSTRIAL INSTRUMENTS
For a Free Technical Brochure contact
Manotherm Ltd - The Control Centre:
4, Walkinstown Road, Dublin 12. Tel: 01- 4522355. Telex: 93388. Fax: 01- 4516919.
10, Knockbracken Park, Belfast BT6 OHL. Tel: 0232-491966. Fax: 0232-491275
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